Priority Pricing Includes
Software

The software price is based on the modules selected and the
number of users.
Software comes in two flavours: Commercial and Manufacturing
Manufacturing module contains more base modules, as well as the production
module
The number of users is defined as Named Users on the system
There are options to name limited use or read only users that are available at a
lower per user rate

Installation Costs

The cost of installing the software depends on the type of system, complexity of
solution, how much data cleaning is required, training etc.
Typically an installation will take anything from 15-60 days

Annual License Fee Software developers, Eshbel, charge a license fee for use of the system
The license covers cost of providing any updates to the system, including
periodic upgrades.
Eshbel also provide backup support for Priority ERP as required
Annual Support
Fee

As software providers we support the Priority Software and any developments.
Support is limited to bug fixes and subject to our standard Service Level
Agreement (SLA)

Customisation

Priority ERP can provide development and customisation services on an as
needed basis.
Typically we would recommend purchase of Service Packages - 5, 10, 15 days
that are paid in advance and attract a discount on the daily rate
Services days can be for ANY purpose, additional support, ad-hoc
developments etc.

Developments

Priority software is the most flexible package available and comes with its own
set of easy to use development tools. We at Priority ERP are expert in using
these to develop bespoke add-ons that fully integrate with Priority and provide
additional specific functionality to the already rich software system.
Development services are provided at the standard daily rate. All developments
are included in the support for Priority
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